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INFINITI

EMPOWER  
THE DRIVE
Feel the passion in the INFINITI QX30 come alive 
when you cross the line. This is the car that you’ll 
want to drive in the city, in the country – and 
everywhere in between. Let the INFINITI QX30 
give you the freedom to achieve the life that only 
you can define.

INFINITI QX30 
Empower the drive with style. This is art in motion. Expression and 
purpose as one. An all-new premium compact optimised for the 
urban landscape and those who define it. Utilising signature adaptive 
LED headlamps to own the night. A dramatic stance to rule the 
streets. And an interior dressed in and contrasted stitched leather 
accented19 to complete the package.  QX30. Dare to stand out. Overseas model shown throughout



Discovering new horizons requires a vehicle that breaks new 
ground. One look tells you that the INFINITI QX30 was 
designed to fulfil that goal. Sporting bold, daring lines and 
an adventure-seeking stance, this is a car that can’t wait to 
swap its reserved parking space for an open road adventure.

HEIGHTEN  
YOUR  
STYLE

EXTERIOR DESIGN

UNDENIABLY INFINITI Feel our DNA in every curve of INFINITI.  
From the front, the top arc of the grille mirrors the arc of the bottom to form 
INFINITI’s signature double-arch grille. The trade-marked eye-inspired LED 
headlight design can be seen from both the front and the side. It is echoed 
in the tail lamps for a definitive character from every angle. The side view 
is accentuated by the INFINITI crescent-shaped C-pillar, while a dramatic 
rising and dipping shoulder line runs the entire length of the car – so deep 
and sharp that engineers had to develop a new type of 3D manufacturing 
process to get it just right. 

EXPRESSIVE STYLING Dramatically shaped front and rear bumpers 
combined with INFINITI QX30 wider wheel arches and side sills, amplify 
its commanding, rugged presence.

ENHANCED VIEWPOINT The INFINITI QX30’s elevated ground 
clearance combines a “see-all” ability with its “go-anywhere” attitude.

ATHLETIC STANCE Sculpted 19-inch alloy wheels reinforce the bold 
design of INFINITI QX30, while meeting all driving requirements with 
responsiveness and absolute certainty.



HEIGHTEN  
YOUR  
SENSES

INTERIOR DESIGN

Inside INFINITI QX30, shapes flow naturally in 
beautiful asymmetry, creating an inviting interior 
which is fresh and unique. This is design with a 
new view.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS Looking from the driver’s seat, the 
interior’s intersecting arcs are refreshingly dynamic, but your first 
impression happens before you ever sit down. The INFINITI QX30 
has been designed to be breathtaking from the moment you see it 
– whether from the front or in striking profile.

DESIGNED IN MOTION The interior of the QX30 takes your 
movement in the real world into consideration. The way light 
reflects and moves across every surface was designed to evoke an 
emotion to enhance the driving experience. 

CARRY WITH EASE Pop open the rear tailgate and reveal a wide 
opening that makes loading and unloading easier. Clear from any 
obstruction, you’ll have direct access to the cargo area. What’s 
more, the 60/40 folding rear seats open up more space to carry 
more of your things.

THE NEW  
SHAPE OF  
INDIVIDUALITY

LEATHER ACCENTED19 This exceptionally supple leather 
accented19, selected for its softness and durability, adds 
unrivalled comfort to seating, as well as enhancing other 
surfaces throughout the cabin.

On every surface of the interior, you’ll find 
high-quality softness from the same premium 
materials found on your favourite luxury goods.



A PREMIUM CONNECTION Every time you get into your vehicle, 
connect with technology that responds like the technology you hold 
in your hand. After you connect your smartphone, INFINITI InTouch™ 
brings your world into your car, allowing you to read email or text, listen 
to your playlist, navigate unfamiliar streets, or call your friends.

ADJUSTS TO YOU INFINITI InTouch™ delivers an intuitive experience 
right from your driver’s seat in the manner that best suits you. Once 
your smartphone is connected, you can interact with the state-of-the-
art system however you find easiest—through the 7-inch colour touch-
screen, INFINITI Controller or voice command.

Your life is always moving, and INFINITI InTouch™1 
seamlessly brings your world into your car. Stay ahead 
and in contact with your voice, text and music.  
INFINITI InTouch™ makes your world flow.

IN TOUCH
WITH YOUR 
CONNECTED
WORLD

CONNECTIVITY

PLUG-IN CONVENIENCE Two USB ports give you twice the 
opportunities. Get instant access to your music library. Charge 
your smartphone. Listen to tunes on a USB stick or drive.2 An 
optional 10-speaker Bose® audio system will transform your 
QX30 into a mobile sound studio.

BLUETOOTH® STREAMING AUDIO Turn your Bluetooth®-enabled 
smartphone into a source of music, and listen to your top playlists 
over the QX30’s audio system.3

HANDS-FREE VERSATILITY With the INFINITI Bluetooth® 
Hands-free Phone System,3 you can make and receive wireless 
calls using voice recognition. No fumbling. No need for a headset. 
Just press a button on the steering wheel.



QUICK RESPONSES
FOR THE URBAN 
STREETS
Intelligent All-Wheel Drive (AWD) and Dual-Clutch 
Transmission (DCT) keep your car in perfect contact 
with the road. 

SHARPNESS WITH SMOOTHNESS Sporty yet forgiving, you 
can feel the attention paid to tuning the shocks. They hold 
the vehicle tighter as you take turns while softening rough 
pavement and cobblestone, for a rare balance of responsive 
handling with a smooth ride. Engineers even reduced suspension 
noise so it sounds smooth. 

FINE-TUNED STEERING The QX30 was made to thrive in the 
fast-paced thrust and parry of urban driving. Contributing to an 
overall sporty feel, the speed-sensitive system requires less effort in 
low-speed situations yet is more firm at higher speeds. 

HANDLING

DUAL-CLUTCH TRANSMISSION Shift delays are history. The 
transmission uses one clutch for even gears and another for the odd 
gears. The next gear is already pre-selected and the result is a smooth, 
quick change you’ll almost never notice.

SEAT DESIGN You connect to your car through the steering wheel 
and your seat. The driver seat’s design is based on zero-gravity 
research to provide maximum spinal support and reduce the pressure 
on muscles, so you feel what you want from the car while also helping 
minimise fatigue on long drives.

INTELLIGENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE The intelligent All-Wheel Drive 
(AWD) works in sync with the Vehicle Dynamic Control13 system to 
adjust for better traction. Under normal road conditions, the system 
operates its front-wheel drive for improved fuel efficiency. Should 
conditions become compromised, it will send additional power to 
the rear wheels to enhance traction control. You can count on the 
INFINITI QX30 to deliver all the power you want, while intelligently 
using only the power you need. 

STABLE CORNERING



Discover an inherent ease within its combination 
of awareness innovations and parking assistance 
technologies. It’s engineering that intuitively 
extends your ability to maneuver in and around 
tight spaces.

CONVENIENCE

EASY TO 
PARK FROM
ANY ANGLE

SEE EVERY SIDE Gain a new perspective on what’s around you. 
With the Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection and 
Front and Rear Sonar System,5,6 it’s easy to see and maneuver 
in even the tightest spaces. Four cameras and one virtual 360° 
view from above elevate your parking expertise, alerting you when a 
moving object is detected close by.

MOVING OBJECT DETECTION6 The four cameras not only give 
you an unprecedented view, they keep watch as well. A chime alerts 
you when a moving object is detected around your vehicle, and the 
appropriate camera is highlighted to show you which side.

INTELLIGENT PARK ASSIST7 Using a combination of 12 sensors, 
this system will determine if the parking area is large enough. 
Simply press a button to confirm, and operate the accelerator and 
brake pedals. Your vehicle will park itself smoothly—in parallel or 
reversing-in parking spots 45° or 90°.360˚

    VIEW 

4
 CAMERAS

12
SENSORS



Whether the roads are clear, chaotic or constantly 
changing, intelligent technologies help guide you 
through the action.

TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY

MASTER THE 
WAY YOU MOVE  
THROUGH TRAFFIC

KNOW YOUR WAY Find your way through busy streets and 
unfamiliar territory. The INFINITI InTouch™ Navigation System8 lets 
you choose a view that’s most intuitive to you—a 2D overhead view 
or a 3D Birdview perspective. Lane Guidance will also help escort 
you exactly where you need to be for exits and interchanges.

MAINTAIN YOUR LANE The Lane Departure Warning9 monitors 
lane markings and will warn you visually, audibly and physically—as 
a vibration through the steering wheel—so you can correct your line 
before you leave your lane.

MANAGE YOUR PACE Set your desired speed and distance, and 
Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range) will automatically 
adjust your speed in slowing traffic, all the way to a complete stop. 
Once the way clears, Intelligent Cruise Control will bring you back 
up to your preset speed.10

SEE THE SIGNS The Traffic Sign Recognition18 uses a camera to 
watch for posted speed limits. Then a reminder will be displayed in 
the instrument panel. When you’re aware, you’re in command.



RECOGNISING DANGER Forward Collision Warning11 looks 
ahead, and if the closing distance between you and the vehicle in 
front rapidly decreases, it will warn you visually and audibly. 

ADVANCED WARNING Forward Emergency Braking14 adds 
another dimension of security. It detects vehicles in the lane 
ahead of you, and if deceleration is required, the accelerator 
pedal is pushed up and the brakes are applied to help minimise a 
collision—or even help prevent one.

HELPING YOU STAY IN CONTROL Comparing actual vehicle 
cornering performance to the driver’s input, Vehicle Dynamic 
Control13 adjusts power levels and applies appropriate brake 
pressure to individual wheels to help correct oversteer or 
understeer, helping keep the vehicle on the steered path. Working 
in tandem, the Traction Control System senses wheelspin and 
automatically helps give you a surer foothold.

BETTER DIRECTIONAL STABILITY WHILE STOPPING  
Electronic Brake force Distribution adjusts the amount of pressure 
applied to the front and rear wheels to help improve braking 
performance and reduce front-end dive.

SENSES WHERE YOU CAN’T SEE The Blind Spot Warning 
System14 uses sensors to help alert you to a vehicle detected 
entering the blind spot area in an adjacent lane. First, the warning 
light illuminates. Then, if you begin moving toward the occupied 
lane, a warning sounds.

ENHANCED PROTECTION The QX30 includes front 
supplemental air bags, front seat-mounted side-impact 
supplemental air bags, front knee air bags and roof-mounted 
curtain side-impact supplemental air bags with rollover sensor.17

REDUCING FORCE In the event of a collision, advanced front 
and rear crumple zones deform gradually to help absorb the 
energy of the impact, while the rear-end structure provides 
exceptional strength for its relatively short length.

A unique combination of active and passive safety 
innovations enhance your ability to respond 
instinctively.

SAFETY

INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
HELPS YOU SEE  
AND AVOID



EXTERIOR COLOURS INTERIOR COLOURS

MAKE IT YOURS
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 Please see colour and trim matrix to view colour applicability per vehicle.
* Metallic paint is optional at a cost

Please see colour and trim matrix to view colour applicability per vehicle. 
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make It  
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AllOY WhEEls

18" lIght alloY wheels wIth 5 doUBle-spoKes,  
235/50r18 tYres

18" resUrFaced lIght alloY wheels wIth 5 doUBle-spoKes 
and red accents, 235/50r18 tYres

18" resUrFaced lIght alloY wheels wIth 5 doUBle-spoKes, 
235/50r18 tYres

18" resUrFaced lIght alloY wheels wIth 5 doUBle-spoKes 
and pUrple accents, 235/50r18 tYres

19" lIght alloY wheels wIth 5 doUBle-spoKes,  
235/45r19 rUn Flat tYres

19" resUrFaced lIght alloY wheels wIth 5 doUBle-spoKes 
and pUrple accents, 235/45r19 rUn Flat tYres

dIsclaImers

INFINITI Europe, Division of Nissan International SA, CH-550-1047524-0, Z.A. La Pièce – Bât. B2, route de l’Etraz, 1180 rolle, Switzerland

This brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or 
implied) by INFINITI Europe. Before relying on this brochure to make a purchase decision, interested parties should directly contact the Infiniti Centre to confirm the accuracy of any 
information given herein and how it relates to a specific vehicle. INFINITI Europe reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, colours, materials, 
equipment, specifications and models and to discontinue models or equipment. Due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, the actual 
vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. See the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and 
delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. Specifications, options and accessories may differ in other countries. For additional information on availability, options  
or accessories, contact your Infiniti Centre.

Infiniti has taken care to ensure that the colour swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colours. Swatches may vary slightly due to the 
printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colours at your local Infiniti Centre.

1 Available on selected models and/or at extra cost. 2 Moving Object Detection cannot completely eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. Moving Object Detection 
operates at vehicle speeds below 5mph (8km/h). Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. 3 Only available in combination with Infiniti 
InTouch navigation system. 4 FCW is intended to warn you before a collision occurs; it cannot prevent a collision. Speed limitations apply. Always drive safely. 5 Blind Spot Warning 
is not a substitute for the driver following proper lane change procedures. The system will not prevent contact with other vehicles or accidents. It may not detect every vehicle or 
object around you. 

Bose is a registered trademark of the Bose Corporation. Alcantara is a registered trademark of Alcantara S.p.A.
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SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
  Standard (at no additional cost)        Available at a cost      — Not Available  Standard (at no additional cost)        Available at a cost      — Not Available

2.0T AWD 
SPORT

POWER
Engine

2.0-litre DOHC 16-valve turbocharged 4-cylinder petrol – 155kW @ 5,500 rpm / 350Nm @ 1,200-4,000 rpm

ECO stop/start system

Drive Train

Intelligent All-Wheel Drive (AWD)

7-speed Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT)

Hill Start Assist

HANDLING
Suspension and Steering

Independent strut front suspension

Independent multi-link rear suspension

Stabiliser bars

Off-Road comfort-tuned suspension

– Enhanced ride height with an additional +30mm over standard suspension

Electric power steering

Brakes

Power-assisted brakes

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

Brake Assist

Electronic parking brake

Wheels and Tyres

19 x 8.0-Inch Double 5-Spoke Wheels

EXTERIOR
Features

Advanced aerodynamic body

Heated exterior mirrors with power operation, power folding, integrated indicators, driver’s side auto dimming mirror and puddle lamps driver and passenger side

Driver and passenger side exterior mirror memory - three memory positions

Rear window with wiper and washer & defroster with timer

Energy-absorbing bumpers

Fixed glass roof with electric sunshade

Roof-mounted rear spoiler

Black lacquer roof-side spoiler

Satin chrome roof rails

Grain plastic wheel arch mouldings and side sills

Satin chrome plated inserts on front and rear bumpers

Satin chrome window trim

2.0T AWD 
SPORT

Body coloured exterior door handles with chrome plated inserts

Dual rectangular chrome exhaust finishers

Black mirror housings

Visibility

LED headlights with automatic leviliser and LED signature Daytime Running Lights

Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS) with cornering light function and integrated LED indicators

Follow me home lighting

Crack-resistant polycarbonate headlight covers

Automatic headlight activation

High beam assist (auto high/low beam)

LED lights
– Daytime running lights
– Fog lights
– Taillights
– Brake lights
– Outside mirror turn signals
– Centre high-mounted stoplight (CHMSL)

INTERIOR
Features
Leather accented19 facing upholstery, leather accented19 dashboard finisher and door armrest 

Interior trim
– Leather accented19-wrapped and aluminium-alloy gear knob
– Premium stitched meter hood
– Fully-carpeted cabin floor
– Front and rear carpeted floor mats with QX30 lettering

Comfort seats with adjustable head restraints

8-way power adjustable driver and passenger seats 

4-way driver and passenger seats power lumbar support

Driver and passenger side seat memory - three memory settings

Heated front seats

60/40 split-folding rear seats

Fold-down rear centre armrest with cup holders (ski hatch)

Auto dimming rear view mirror and drivers side exterior mirror

Aluminium kicking plates - front

Multifunction round shaped steering wheel in Nappa leather accented19 with gearshift paddles

Manually adjustable steering column - tilt and telescopic



SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
  Standard (at no additional cost)        Available at a cost      — Not Available  Standard (at no additional cost)        Available at a cost      — Not Available

2.0T AWD 
SPORT

INTERIOR
Directional indicators with one-touch convenience function

Automatic dual-zone climate control with rear passenger vents and digital display

Side window demisters

Full colour vehicle information display – (digital speedometer, compass, fuel consumption and outside temperature display)

12-volt power sockets (3) – front, rear and rear trunk

Ambient lighting - front cup holders, foot wells, door handles and tailgate 

Passenger foot well net

Comfort and convenience

Front driver & passenger reading lights and rear reading lights (with switches)

Key controlled window convenience opening and closing feature (all windows)

Windscreen wipers with rain sensor and one-touch wipe function 

Power windows with one-touch control and automatic reverse - front and rear

Dual stage locking/unlocking system – driver’s side only & centrally 

Remote keyless entry system 

Illuminated vanity mirrors 

INFINITI Drive Mode Selector with Economy, Sport and Manual modes 

Infotainment and communication

Bluetooth® hands free phone system with audio streaming and voice recognition functionality12

INFINITI InTouch infotainment system with 7-inch touch screen (LCD VGA)

INFINITI Controller

InTouch Navigation system4 with SUNA live traffic updates

CD MP3/WMA compatibility

Radio Data System (RDS)

Speed-sensitive volume (SSV) control

USB connectivity x 2

INFINITI voice recognition system – phone and audio

10 speaker Bose® premium audio system with subwoofer

Active Sound Control (ASC) with Bose premium audio system

Digital Audio Broadcaster (DAB)

2.0T AWD 
SPORT

SAFETY AND SECURITY 
Anti-theft alarm system with interior motion sensor and tow-away protection

Electronic vehicle immobiliser

3-point seat belts with load limiters and adjustable upper anchors

Front and rear passenger seat belt indicator

Driver and front-passenger front airbags

Driver’s knee airbag

Driver and front-passenger seat-mounted side-impact supplemental airbags for chest and pelvis protection

Roof-mounted curtain side-impact supplemental airbags for outboard occupant head protection

Automatic hazard warning signal

Energy-absorbing steering column

Brake wear indicator

Central locking with interior switch and crash sensor

Child safety system
– ISOFIX Child Restraint System
– Child restraint seat tether anchors
– Child safety rear door locks

Pop-up engine bonnet

Intelligent Cruise Control10 (ICC) (Full-Speed Range) with speed limiter

Intelligent Brake Assist (IBA)17 with distance control (metres) 

Electronic Stability Program16 (ESP)

Electronic Brake force Distribution13 (EBD)

Vehicle Dynamic Control13 (VDC)

Traction Control System (TCS) 

Lane Departure Warning9 (LDW)

Blind Spot Warning14 (BSW)

Forward Collision Warning11 (FCW) with Forward Emergency Braking (FEB)

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

Front and rear parking sensors

Around View Monitor (AVM)4 with Moving Object Detection (MOD)

Intelligent Park Assist7 (IPA) - parallel, 45°, 90°w 

Traffic Sign Recognition18 (TSR)



  Standard (at no additional cost)        Available at a cost      — Not Available

DIMENSIONS

Overall length 4425mm

Overall width with mirrors 2083mm

Overall height with roof rails 1530mm

Wheelbase 2700mm

Track width front/rear 1561mm / 1566mm

COLOURS & TRIM

Grade

Upholstery Graphite Leather accented Beige Leather accented

Exterior Colours Code

Black Obsidian KH3

Majestic White QAB

Blade silver KY0

Graphite Shadow KAD

Magnetic Red NAJ

Ink Blue RBN

Pearlescent Black Z11

Chestnut Bronze CAN

Interior trim

Black Lacquer



*  Figures tested in accordance with ADR81/02 (combined test). Figures stated for the purposes of comparison amongst vehicles only. Actual fuel consumption [and CO2 emissions] depends on 
factors such as traffic conditions, vehicle condition, how you drive and any accessories fitted.

SPECIFICATIONS
2.0T AWD SPORT

ENGINE

Fuel Type Petrol

Cylinders 4

Displacement 1,991cc

Valvetrain DOHC

Intake System Direct Injection

Power 155kW at 5,500 rpm

Torque 350Nm at 1,200-4,00 rpm

Transmission 7-speed Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT)

Driven Wheels All-Wheel Drive (AWD)

PERFORMANCE

Top speed km/h

Estimated fuel consumption*

Urban* 8.9

Extra urban* 5.7

Combined* 6.9

CO2 emissions* 159 gm/km

HANDLING

Steering Dual pinion electronically assisted

Turning Diameter 11.4 m

Suspension

Front MacPherson strut with lower ball joint

Rear Multi-link

Brakes

Front Brembo, single piston floating caliper, ventilated disc, 320mm

Rear Brembo, single piston floating caliper, solid disc, 295 mm

CAPACITIES AND WEIGHTS

Luggage volume 430 litres

Fuel capacity 56 litres

The vehicle images used in this brochure are for illustration purposes only and may be overseas models. While they are closely representative of the models available in the 
Australian range, minor variations may occur. INFINITI Cars Australia has used its best endeavours to ensure that all images, information and specifications contained in 
this brochure were correct at the time of printing. The colours shown may vary from actual colours. However, INFINITI Cars Australia reserves its rights, to the full extent 
permitted by law, at its discretion at any time and without prior notice, to discontinue or change the models, features, specifications, designs and prices of the products 
referred to in this brochure (including any optional equipment) without incurring liability whatsoever to any purchaser or prospective purchaser of any such products. Some 
items in this brochure are optional at extra cost. Some options may be required in combination with other options. INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the colour swatches 
presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colours. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, 
fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colours at your local INFINITI Centre. Always consult your INFINITI Retail Centre for the latest information on models, 
specifications, features, prices, options and availability. Nissan Motor Co. (Australia) Pty. Ltd. t/a INFINITI Cars Australia ACN 004 663 156. 

1 Driving is serious business. Only use INFINITI InTouch™ when safe to do so. Subscription Agreement required. Compatible smartphone required. May require retailer service 
visit or software upgrade to activate. Like any computer, processing speed may vary and system response delay or system reset may occur intermittently. Never program 
while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 2 Driving is serious business and requires your full attention. If you have to use the 
connected device while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times so full attention may be given to vehicle operation. All rights reserved. iPod not included. 3 Availability 
of specific features is dependent upon the phone’s Bluetooth® support. Please refer to your phone Owner’s Manual for details. Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned 
by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by INFINITI is under license. See http://www.INFINITIusa.com/bluetooth for details. 4 AVM with MOD cannot completely 
eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. MOD operates at vehicles speeds below 5 km/h. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving 
vehicle. 5 The Sonar System is a convenience, not a substitute for proper parking and/or backing procedures. Always check that it is safe to do so before moving vehicle. May 
not detect every object. 6 MOD cannot completely eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. MOD operates at vehicle speeds below 5 km/h. Always check 
surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. 7 Parking aid/convenience feature. Cannot completely eliminate blind spots. May not detect every object 
and does not warn of moving objects. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. 8 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not 
be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 9 The Lane Departure Warning/Lane Departure Prevention Systems operate only when the lane markings are clearly 
visible on the road. Speed limitations apply. See your Owner’s Manual for more details. 10 Intelligent Cruise Control is not a collision avoidance or warning device. Designed to 
use limited braking. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 11 FCW is intendved to warn you before a collision occurs; it cannot prevent a collision. Speed and 
other limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. 12 FEB cannot prevent accidents due to carelessness or dangerous driving techniques. It may not provide warning 
or braking in certain conditions. Speed limitations apply. 13 VDC, which should remain on when driving except when freeing the vehicle from mud or snow, cannot prevent 
accidents due to abrupt steering, carelessness, or dangerous driving techniques. 14 Blind Spot Warning is not a substitute for proper lane change procedures. The system will 
not prevent contact with other vehicles or accidents. It may not detect every vehicle or object around you. 15 Air bags are only a supplemental restraint system; always wear 
your seat belt. Even with the occupant-classification sensor, rear-facing child restraints should not be placed in the front-passenger’s seat. All children 12 and under should 
ride in the rear seat properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts according to their size. Air bags will only inflate in certain accidents; see your Owner’s 
Manual for more details. 16 ESP, which should remain on when driving except when freeing the vehicle from mud or snow, cannot prevent accidents due to abrupt steering, 
carelessness or dangerous driving techniques. Always drive safely. 17 Intelligent Brake Assist is only an aid to assist the driver and is not collision warning or avoidance device. 
It is the driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be in control of the vehicle. 18 Traffic Sign Recognition operates only as a guide and may not display all traffic signs 
in all conditions. The driver remains exclusively responsible for observing all traffic laws and signs on or near the road, including speed limit related signs. 19 Leather accented 
features and upholstery may contain synthetic materials.
iPad and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Bose is a registered trademark of the Bose Corporation. Dinamica is a registered trademark of Miko S.r.l. Alcantara is 
a registered trademark of Alcantara S.p.A.
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